PSI STOPAQ® 2100 SEALING SYSTEMS
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Advantages

• STOPAQ® is a soft pasty compound that does not harden and also allows for cables and pipes being inserted retrospectively.

• STOPAQ® is particularly suitable for highly complicated sealing situations, such as multiple penetrations, eccentrically positioned pipes or irregularly shaped core holes.

Properties

• When it comes into contact with water, STOPAQ® expands approx. 20%, thus able to seal wall penetrations permanently after movement or settlement has occurred, or after retrospective cable installation.

• STOPAQ® is environmentally neutral and not toxic (test reports available upon request).

• STOPAQ® is gas and watertight according to NEN 2768.

• STOPAQ® does not damage plastic pipes.

Use

• STOPAQ® can also be processed on humid surfaces. Simply remove basic dirt. The manual pistol and nozzle included in the delivery make processing very easy. STOPAQ® can be used without taking further measures up to a depth of 1.0 m and an annular space of min. 10 mm and max. 50 mm. For deeper installations mortar is needed as filler material. STOPAQ® should be injected at least 100 mm deep into the wall. It is recommended to preheat the cartridge when processing in temperatures below 15 °C. Since STOPAQ® does not cure, the cartridge and nozzle can be used several times.

Delivery Sets

| STOPAQ® FN 2100 0,33 kg-cartridges |
| STOPAQ® FN 2100 0,53 kg-cartridges |
| Hand gun for 0,33 kg-cartridges       |
| Hand gun for 0,53 kg-cartridges      |
| Foam tape, 5 m roll                  |
| STOPAQ® mortar 0.5 kg bag as wall closure for STOPAQ® FN 2100 |
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